
Praise for The SunliT Zone

If poetry has lost its way in the world, been relegated by the current 
generation to an earlier sensibility no longer suited to the fast-
paced, quick-fix, electronic world of the twenty-first century, this 
is the book to lead it back. The Sunlit Zone is a success in many 
genres – speculative fiction, memoir, fiction – and most brilliantly 
as finely-crafted, highly-imaginative poetry. As a verse novel set 
in 2050, it foretells skinfones, UV quotas, nappy plugs and fruit 
salad trees, but it’s set against the universal, for-all-ages, backdrop of 
birth, love and death. The theme of disability is handled with gentle 
respect as are the many threads running through this intriguing 
story. This verse novel is memorable and inspirational.
winner, 2014 ADeLAiDe FeSTiVAL AwArDS, JOHn BrAY  
POeTrY PriZe

In The Sunlit Zone, Lisa Jacobson has produced an altogether 
remarkable piece of work. Few narrative poems from this country 
can even compare with it. Flowing and emotionally subtle, it 
nevertheless encompasses both science fiction and the colours 
of fantasy. The generational stories of a family are mingled with 
something of Ovid’s Metamorphosis, yet the story somehow flows 
with ease. Moreover, the little world of our seaside surf townships is 
vividly evoked both in its present form and in some bold, imagined 
future. It remains utterly readable, for all its strangeness.
SHOrTLiSTeD, 2013 PriMe MiniSTer’S LiTerArY AwArDS

Set in the near future with a narrative arc spanning 30 years from 
2020 to 2050, The Sunlit Zone is by turns playfully ethereal and 
darkly disturbing, not least for the unsettling familiarity of the 
damaged world it presents as our possible future. Only after one 
has plumbed the depths and stared into the abyss can one fully 
appreciate the dazzling riches of a place that teems with life, though 
not necessarily life as we know it.
LiAM DAViSOn, THe AUSTrALiAn



Praise for The SunliT Zone (continued)

This original and surprising book combines two genres rarely 
seen out together: speculative fiction and the verse novel. Set on 
the east coast of Australia between 2020 and 2050, the novel uses 
recognisable settings and familiar characters to represent a world in 
which technology may change the daily texture of human life but 
human character doesn’t change much at all. Jacobson imagines a 
world that is radically different from ours in some ways but in others 
disconcertingly the same; love stories and family tragedies alike have 
the same qualities as the ones we all know, as do the experiences of 
loss and recovery.
SHOrTLiSTeD, 2013 STeLLA PriZe

Much of the addictive quality comes from the sheer skill with which 
Jacobson builds narrative suspense and unfolds character and cultural 
situation, in an ecocidally blighted Melbourne around 2050.
SHOrTLiSTeD, 2012 weSLeY MiCHeL wriGHT POeTrY PriZe

The Sunlit Zone is a moving elegy of love and loss presented in the 
form of a speculative verse novel. The judges admired its narrative 
sweep and the compelling family dynamic that drives it. The novel 
transports the reader to a haunted future, minting new words for a 
new world while remaining firmly connected to the familiar. It is a 
risk-taking work of rare, imaginative power. 
SHOrTLiSTeD, 2009 ViCTOriAn PreMier’S LiTerArY AwArD 
FOr An UnPUBLiSHeD MAnUSCriPT
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Several Ways to Fall Out of the Sky

Forget to take your wings from where they hang in the 
hall, the brass hook silent as a question mark beneath 
silver feathers.

Remember to collect your wings, having noticed the 
post-it note on the bench that says ‘wings’. But in your 
haste to take flight, forget to fasten their buckles.

Become mesmerised by the sun, bigger now than the 
world below. Forget to flap.

Ignore any doubts about low-flying above a somnolent bay 
where a ploughman works doggedly on in furrows of soil, 
and Daedalus calls out your name.

Lose faith in the universe, the laws of physics, the 
invention of flight.

Forget to breathe.

Consider the way gravity swings the planets round, pulls 
tides up shores, draws blood from women.

Discover profiles of loved ones in the clouds – your 
mother with her back half-turned, your daughter 
dissolving as you wing towards her.

Remember unwashed clothes, wisdom not yet taught to 
kids, pets gone hungry, the goldfish, the goldfish…
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Be totally unable to remember the author of The Grapes 
of Wrath; only that the Japanese translation was The Angry 
Raisins.

Find remorse weighing heavier on your shoulders than 
wings.

Fly into the flight path of pelicans that peck at your hair 
for their nests – which throws you right out.

Crash into Mt Sugarloaf, graceless as a kettle crash-landing 
the moon.

Seek out the floor of heaven, the face of God.

Soar too high in winter. Feel ice freeze your wings over, 
as it does all other high-fliers: winged horses, ghost ships, 
over-ambitious angels.

Fall asleep in the air. Remember this: no one knows who 
you are.
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Emergence

From this distance, I’m small and quiet,
being all curled up in this poem and waiting

inside the woman who lies spread-eagled,
silenced by the temperament of generations.

My father cradles a book, whose contents 
no one remembers, and as he reads

she listens, not to this, but to the sharp unfurl of wings
within our dim-lit cave; her muscular breath.

Slow march of words crawling back through centuries,
letters inked into leather scrolls,

a dark wind lifting the skin of memory
and my mother labouring me to the world’s fleshy rim

beyond which lie the nameless continents 
of milk, breath, hope, time, sleep.
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The Memory Wire

When I was twelve and in love with horses,
my best friend’s dad sold fencing wire.
Circling the building where he worked
was a moat of paddock hemmed by fence
where my friend’s bay mare grazed;
sleek, long and lean, both girl and horse,
and hard to say which was more beautiful.

Then I knew, the way horses do, 
when they crash their hard bulk about,
that there’d be theft, and damage done.
Often a strange sorrow filled my hours.
This was in the days of childhood
yet I was happy then.
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Stable Boys

A barn dance at the stables
on Christmas Eve, the fence posts
strung with tinsel, the ménage

lit up with coloured lights.
I let myself be led, that summer night,
by the brother of a friend

who kept her horses here with mine,
away from the dancing, swaying crowd
to a beat-up Ford sedan. 

Boys passed a bourbon bottle around
but I sat quiet on the car’s back seat
with vinyl clinging to my legs,

not knowing quite what to do or say 
until I heard the click of car doors lock
and some boy’s hand snake up my dress

and down between my thighs.
The handle, when I tugged,
refused to yield,

so I said, ‘Let me out!’ Kicking 
the front seat hard with riding boots
until one of them relented.
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‘C’mon, mate, just let her go,’ he said.
The other withdrew his serpent arm.
‘Mate, c’mon, fucken let her go!’

And they did then.
I half fell from the car
and ran away through darkness.
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On Teaching My Daughter  
to Ride a Horse

Up on the horse,
she is another kind of creature;
equine and winged,
this fire-lit child who says:
‘Trot, mama, trot!’ and,
‘Are we galloping yet?’
Her legs clamp around the horse’s girth
the way they used to clamp to me
when I’d support her on my hip
or stoop to put her down
(too heavy for that now).
Her squealing trill like a horse’s laugh,
a kicking up of the heels,
meadow-grass sound that proves
whoever invented daughters
and horses knows their grace;
the way both toss their manes to the wind,
their velvet (no other word for it)
pelt and skin, their sweet hay-breath,
and a lot of other things.
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Why, When We Fall Off Things,  
We Fall Down

Cycling together on the path
that threads through river grass,

swallows paddling the bluest sky,
my daughter asks me why,

when we fall off things, we fall down.
So I tell her about gravity

and how the spinning world pulls us
towards its girth and holds us close,

and how without it we’d go soaring
into the mouths of distant galaxies.

She looks up then into the sky 
beyond boat-shaped clouds
 
until we reach a steep incline
and the bike’s slowed revolutions

demand her full attention 
as we pedal up the hill.
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Take-Off

I am dreaming of you nightly now,
galloping white and luminous
against the sky

and closer than ever before.
Your coiled and well-hinged wings
seem too corporeal to keep us up.

Yet you are flying.
Great hooves crash
through the tops of trees

at the edge of all possible forests.
Steering us on through mute
and feathery darkness.

The world rolls below,
softened by cloud
and uncomplicated

until we land upon it.
One final toss of your mane
and you scatter like salt.

At breakfast I compare you
with other wonders real and imagined:
cities sinking on crusty haunches,
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gold towers scraping the painted heavens,
red horses poised on the dreamy edge
of light and invention.

Today I go out to the stables
where the hay smells sweet as wine,
run my hands along the grey mare’s spine

and feel the swell of wings
beneath her skin.
It will not be long before take-off.


